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MOTHERCARE PREPARATORY SCHOOLS 

END OF FIRST MONTH ASSESSMENT 2021 

P.6 ENGLISH  
 

 

Name: _________________________________________________________________________ 

Branch: _______________________________________________________________________  

SECTION A 

For questions 1 – 6, complete the sentences with the most 

suitable word. 

1. Mother scolded Samantha for spending more than _____________ 

hour in the bathroom. 

2. Kakeeto went to the ____________ because he wanted to buy 

meat. 

3. Pedestrians must cross the road at the ___________________. 

4. It was getting dark so Mr. Okello switched on the ___________ of  

his car. 

5. Cindy wondered _____________ the police officer had taken her 

driving permit. 

 For questions 6 – 15, use the correct form of the words given in 

brackets to complete the sentences. 

6. All vehicles stopped when the traffic lights _________ red. (signal) 

7. ____________  may lead to occurrence of many accidents. (speed) 

8. _____________should always wear helmets if they want to protect 

themselves from serious injuries on the head. (motorcycle) 

9. If Kato made the payment to the school, he would get a 

____________. (receive) 

10. The ______________ asked all the passengers to pay their fare 

before entering the bus. (conduct) 
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11. ___________ father goes to the post office to buy stamps. (they) 

12. Betty ____________ her mother’s number as soon as she got a new 

phone. (dial) 

13. Most of the Baganda come from the __________ region of Uganda. 

(center) 

14. The driver spoke to the traffic officers so __________ that he, 

forgave him for not following the Highway Code. (polite) 

15. Some farmers use ___________ to plough their land. (ox) 

 For questions 16 – 18, write the abbreviations in full. 

16. PSV  ___________________________________________ 

17. I’d  ___________________________________________ 

18. SIM  ___________________________________________ 

 For questions 19 – 21, re-write the sentences giving one word 

for the underlined group of words. 

19. The accident took place at the place where vehicles have to go round 

before turning off. 

 ___________________________________________________ 

20. Mary’s book where she writes important information was missing. 

 ___________________________________________________ 

21. The man who repairs vehicles lifted the car off the ground using a 

car jack. 

 ___________________________________________________ 
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 For questions 22- 24, arrange the given words alphabetically. 

22. telephone,      network,       airtime,        scroll 

 ___________________________________________________ 

23.    signpost,        signal,           scene,         side path 

         ___________________________________________________ 

 For questions 24 – 26, re-write the sentences giving the 

opposite of the underlined word. 

24. Agaba was the fastest rider of the four. 

 ___________________________________________________ 

25. Luis is an obedient boy. 

 ___________________________________________________ 

26. Julie’s arrival at the pack was not expected. 

 ___________________________________________________ 

 For questions 27 – 28, use each of the words given to show that 

you understand the difference in their meaning. 

27. first 

 ___________________________________________________ 

28. fast 

 ___________________________________________________ 

For questions 29 – 30, rewrite the sentences giving the plural 

form of the underlined word. 

29. She went to the shop in order to buy a toy for her baby. 

 ___________________________________________________ 

30. The mouse spoilt some of the items in the kitchen. 

 ___________________________________________________ 
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 SUB SECTION II 

For questions 31 – 50, re-write the sentences as instructed in 

brackets. 

31. It is not good for pedestrians to cross the road at a sharp bend. 

 (Rewrite the sentence using…………….must………………………..) 

 ___________________________________________________ 

32. Deborah went to the bank. She wanted to withdraw some money. 

 (Re-write the sentence using……………………….so……………………) 

 ___________________________________________________ 

33. Alinda is 30cm in height. Babirye is 30cm in height. 

 (Join as one sentence using………… as…………as………………) 

 ___________________________________________________ 

34. It was very dark. The cyclist could not see where he was riding to. 

 (Join as one sentence using ……………………so……………….that………………) 

 ___________________________________________________ 

35. What a corrupt official Mr. Obonya is! 

 (Re-write the sentence using: Mr. Obonya………………………………..) 

 ___________________________________________________ 

36. If he drives carefully, he will not cause accidents. 

 (Rewrite the sentence using…………………… would……………………) 

 ___________________________________________________ 

37. Angela prefers making phone calls to writing letters. 

 (Re-write the sentence using……………… than……………………….) 

 ___________________________________________________ 

38. Hannah is very young. She cannot go to the post office alone. 

 (Re-write the sentence using:……………..enough………………..) 

 ___________________________________________________ 
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39. All the road users obeyed the Highway Code. 

 (Re-write the sentence using: None…………………………………………..) 

 ___________________________________________________ 

40. The traffic lights turned red. He braked the bus. 

 (Join as one sentence using………………….. when…………………..) 

 ___________________________________________________ 

41. Pamela does not like writing letters. Ketra does not like writing 

letters. 

 (Join as one sentence beginning: Neither………………………………….) 

 _________________________________________________ 

42. Birungi will study about road signs if she goes to the internet cafe. 

 (Re-write the  sentence beginning: Unless……………………………………) 

 ___________________________________________________ 

43. The pupil arrived at the police station four hours earlier.  

 (Re-write the sentence using:……………… reach……………….) 

 ___________________________________________________ 

44. Nalumunye is not far from Kisigula trading center.  

 (Re-write the sentence using:……………….a long way………………) 

 ___________________________________________________ 

45.    The postman did not slot my letter into a letter box, did he? 

 (Re-write the sentence ending……………………………didn’t he?) 

 ___________________________________________________ 

46. Taliya will attend zoom classes. Katrina will attend zoom classes. 

 (Join as one sentence using:……………as well as……………) 

 ___________________________________________________ 
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48. They fastened their seat belts. They wanted to be safe on the road. 

 (Re-write the sentence using;…………….because…………..) 

 ___________________________________________________ 

49. It is not necessary for Phiona to overtake at the junction. 

 (Re-write the sentence using:………………..needn’t ……………) 

 ___________________________________________________ 

50.   She does not have much money. She takes her children to good 

schools. (Join as one sentence using;………….although……………) 

 ___________________________________________________ 

SECTION B 

51. Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow; 

 One day Vanessa travelled to her grandmother’s place who stays at 

Kakoba in Mbarara District so as to celebrate Christmas and the 

new year’s day with her. 

 By 6:30am, she was already at the bus park. The conductress of 

Global Coaches told her to pay shs. 35,000 for the fare before 

taking her seat which she did right away. 

 The journey was started at exactly 7:00a.m. As they reached 

Mpambire, the bus driver instantly stopped. All passengers 

wondered why he had done so. 

 Looking through the windows, they realized that an accident had 

taken place. The accident involved two taxis and a heavily loaded 

truck. Six people were seriously injured. The driver of Global 

Coaches called the police who came with an ambulance to take the 

victims to the hospital. 
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 The police found out that the truck driver was driving recklessly 

because he was drunk. The police officers warned motorists against 

drink driving and arrested the truck driver. 

 They continued with their journey to Mbarara and reached Kakoba 

at 2:00p.m. Her grandmother gladly received her. Vanessa was also 

very happy to meet her grandmother. She told her about the 

terrible accident along Kampala-Masaka Road. 

 Questions 

1. What is the passage about? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

2. Why did Vanessa travel to Kakoba? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

3. How did Vanessa travel to her grandmother’s place? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

4. How much did Vanessa pay to for the Kampala – Mbarara journey? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

5. Which vehicles were involved in the accident? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

6. Where did the accident take place according to the passage? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

7. At what time did Vanessa start her journey to Mabarara? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

8 . How many accident victims were they? 

 ___________________________________________________ 
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9. According to the passage, what do you think was the cause of the 

accident? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

10. Write another word to mean the same as; 

 gladly _______________________ 

52. Study the information below and answer questions about it 

correctly. 

 From  : Nansubuga Samantha 

    Samnansu42@gmail.com 

 To  : mothercareschools.org. 

 Date  : 22nd September 2021 

 Subject : Baby Class workbooks 

 I was able to get school workbooks for my twins in P.6 and I really 

appreciate you a lot. Unfortunately, I haven’t got any information 

about the baby class workbooks for my son Eddy Roman. I kindly 

request you to contact me when they are ready. 

 Questions 

1. What is the above information called? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

2. Who wrote the information above? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

3. What is the information about? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

4. Why was the information written? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

5. To which school was this information sent? 

 ___________________________________________________ 
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6. How can one contact Nansubuga Samatha? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

7. Do you think the twins got their workbooks? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

8. What is the name of the boy in Baby class? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

9. Write in full form 

 e-mail ___________________________________________ 

 org  ___________________________________________ 

53. Mwanje went to quality supermarket last Wednesday and 

purchased the following item. 

Item Quality Unit Price 

bread 2 loaves 4,5000 

milk 4 packs 3,000 

soap 1 bar 3,500 

eggs 1 tray 11,000 

salt 1kg 1,300 

sugar 4kg 2,600 

Cooking oil 2L 7,300 

tea leaves  3parks 1,500 

        Questions 

1. Who purchased those items? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

2. How much milk did he purchase? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

3. How much money did he pay for cooking oil? 

 ___________________________________________________ 
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4. How many items did he purchase? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

5. How much does a kilogram of sugar cost? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

6. Where did he go to purchase the items? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

7. Write another word to mean purchased. 

 ___________________________________________________ 

8. What was the cheapest item on the shopping list? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

9. How much money did he pay for a bar of soap and tea leaves? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

10. Write Wednesday in short form. 

 ___________________________________________________ 

54. The dialogue below is between a traffic police officer and 

Mariana. Study it carefully and fill in the missing parts. 

 Mariana      :  _______________________________________ 

 Police officer:  Good morning young, girl. How can I help you? 

 Mariana:  ______________________________________ 

 Police officer: Help you cross the road, where are you going? 

 Mariana         : ______________________________________ 

 Police officer: Post office, what are you going to do? 

 Mariana        : ______________________________________ 

 Police officer: Buy a stamp, whom are you going to write to? 

 Mariana     : ______________________________________ 
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 Police officer   :    Your cousin, where does he stay? 

 Mariana        :    _____________________________________ 

 Police officer   :    At Kako with your grandmother. 

Mariana        :    _____________________________________ 

Police               :   you can cross the road safely by using the zebra    

crossing. 

Mariana            :    _____________________________________ 

Police officer   :  Yes , you can always be safe even when the vehicles 

are many because drivers slow down when they 

reach the zebra crossing. 

Mariana            :   _____________________________________ 

Police officer  :     The traffic police department controls traffic 

on busy roads. 

Mariana            :    _____________________________________ 

Police officer   :    The motorists stop when the traffic lights turn   

red. 

Mariana            :    _____________________________________ 

Police officer   :    You are welcome. 

 Bye bye too. 
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55.  Write a letter to a friend of yours.  In your letter, talk about 

what study programs your school has organised to see that you 

continue with your studies even when schools are closed, mention 

the program you are involved in, thank people who have been so 

helpful and supportive to you so as to benefit from the study 

program. 

 ___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 

*END* 


